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M y t il u s  e d u l is .

In a previous paper " I gave the results of my observations on 
the m anner in which the Oystercatcher feeds upon the Edible 
Mussel. There are, however, one or two m atters to which it is 
necessary to return  and some new observations to record. I  
stated tha t of Mussels buried under sand, as a rule only those 
are opened which present the ventral fissure, and at the time I 
expressed reasons for this limitation which further experience 
has confirmed. On another page I unwittingly created the im
pression th a t all Mussels under sand or mud are placed in a 
vertical position. This is, of course, not always the case. The 
meaning I intended to convey is tha t those Mussels which are 
placed in a vertical position under sand or mud must be opened 
through the posterior ends, owing to the presence of the mud 
which prevents the Oystercatcher from reaching any other part 
of the Mussel quickly enough to separate the valves. To this 
extent buried Mussels differ from those situated on the exposed 
banks where a Mussel, though it happens to rest in a vertical 
position, is not necessarily opened through the posterior end.

When watching the Oystercatcher engaged in turning over 
Limpets, I was much impressed by the nature of the preliminary 

* “ Notes on the Oystercatcher ” (‘ Zoologist,’ 1908, pp. 201-212).
Zooi. 4th ser. vol. X VII.,  February, ¡913. E
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stroke. I t seemed to me analogous to the prelim inary tapping 
of the Mussels which I  have recorded as an  endeavour of the 
Oystercatcher to see whether or not its bill would pass between 
the valves of a Mussel which was gaping slightly in  the presence 
of surrounding moisture. Careful approaching and watching 
have, however, failed to reveal any Mussel with its valves 
separated to an  extent likely to adm it the bill, excepting, of 
course, a t the h iatus on the ventral border. This being so, 
a new explanation is required of the tapping. More precise 
observation of the tapping shows th a t frequently in attacks on 
the dorsal border, and more rarely in  attacks on the ventral 
border, the bill does not descend in the mesial plane of the 
shell, but obliquely inclined towards it, so th a t the bill strikes 
unevenly the cleft between the valves, and brings pressure to 
bear more on one valve th an  on the other. If  the Mussel is 
relaxed and is taken unawares, th a t valve is depressed below the 
level of the other in  the region of contact. That is to say, one 
valve is rotated off its neighbour, and an abnorm al gap is formed 
between the edges of the valves which is sufficiently wide to 
adm it the tip of the bill. The bill is then pushed in and moved 
into the mesial plane of the Mussel which can be opened up on 
the spot, or detached and dealt with in a more suitable place. 
The full beauty of this little manœuvre lies in the fact that 
entrance can be repeated apparently an indefinite num ber of 
times to the same Mussel, provided the bill is withdrawn in the 
way it entered. This is due to the persistent tendency of the 
Mussel to contract its valves firmly together in the abnormal, 
rotated position. This, then, appears to be the correct explana
tion of the tapping. I t is an attem pt on the part of the Oyster
catcher to take a relaxed Mussel unawares, to ro tate the one 
valve off the other by tapping, and thereby to gain admission to 
the shell. This conclusion was tested • by experiments which 
added the following information. The valves cannot he rotated 
when the shells are dry and firmly closed. Rotation is im
possible after the shells are warned by touching them, and also 
when the shells rest evenly on solid rock. While one shell is 
being experimented upon, the shells in the vicinity are audibly 
contracting their valves, and it is necessary to go a foot or two 
away before proceeding to tap  another shell. The stroke must
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be delivered obliquely into the cleft between the valves, and with
out too much force, in order to avoid injury to either valve. 
Rotation can be produced readily by a stroke made on the pos
terior end of a shell, provided it is made above or below the 
equator of the shell.

The largest Mussel I have so far found opened by an Oyster
catcher measured two inches in length by seven-eighths of an 
inch in breadth (2 in. X f  in.). But this was quite an excep
tional size. The shell had been detached and opened through 
the ventral fissure, and it showed no fracture.

Shells ranging from one and three-eighths inches in length 
by five-eighths of an inch in breadth ( I f  x f  ) to five-eighths by 
five-sixteenths (f x  ^g) are sometimes treated in a way that 
differs from tha t ordinarily seen. The bird takes each shell in 
turn  without selection except as regards size. A small patch of 
these Mussels may have the contents of every shell removed. 
The shell is hammered open by the application of a rapid succes
sion of forceful blows directed obliquely through the point of the 
bill to the cleft between the valves, near the posterior end of the 
hinge. The blows crush a portion of that valve which has the 
more pressure to bear, and drive the fragments into the interior 
of the shell. The bill is pushed home through the newly formed 
opening, and is then employed, if necessary, to open up the shell 
by any one of the ways I have already described. The method 
can always be recognized at a glance by noting tha t there is no 
preliminary inspection or tapping ; the bill is raised clearly off 
the shell in the intervals of the succession of blows ; there is no 
real downward progress until the final blow breaks the shell ; 
there is an extraordinary hurry and display of brute force ; and 
very often there is no laterally inclined or rotary leverage, as 
the blows usually make a hole in the shell big enough to allow 
of the whole contents being removed without separating the 
valves, or the leverage and scooping up of the contents are 
combined in one operation. The peculiar m anner of ham m er
ing the shell distinguishes this method from the more usual one 
in which the bill is pushed home between the valves by a series 
of thrusts without interm ediate recoil, and in which leverage is 
always requisite to open up the shell and allow of the contents 
being removed. Shells which present the ventral border are
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also ham m ered, and the blows are delivered into the h iatus in 
the border of the shell. That th is should be so in  the absence 
of any apparent necessity to ham m er is peculiar, but it probably 
represents the continuity of a hab it fixed for the time being. 
The ham m ering method has two advantages and a num ber of 
drawbacks. I t  is a rapidly and fairly assured way of getting 
food. The birds may be seen to rush  from one shell to another, 
ham m er each one open in  tu rn , lever the valves apart if neces
sary, and wolf the contents. In  three m inutes a single bird 
opened and cleared twenty-six shells, varying from one inch to 
three-quarters of an inch in length. Another worked at an 
average ra te  of seven to eight shells per m inute, the shells 
varying from seven-eighths to five-eighths of an inch in length. 
I t  m aintained this speed for three-quarters of an  hour, and con
tinued to open shells, though less quickly, for another quarter 
of an hour. Thus it m ust have cleared the contents of upwards 
of four hundred shells in  one hour. The drawbacks are con
siderable, but they evidently do not outweigh the advantages of 
rapidity and comparative certainty. The output of energy is 
enormous. One can scarcely doubt that the birds are making 
violent exertions, and, though a small am ount of visual selection 
is exercised over the sizes of the shells as the birds h u rry  from 
one to another, yet a considerable proportion of the shells 
successfully resists the ham m ering, and the birds have, per
force, to pass on to others. As a rule, five to eight strokes with 
the point of the bill are sufficient to perforate the shell. In  one 
case the bird returned three times, m aking four attacks alto
gether on a single shell. Each attack consisted of twenty to 
th irty  powerful blows, making some eighty strokes in all, before 
the onslaught met with success. In  another, the bird ham
mered five or six times without result. At once pressing the 
point of the bill firmly and obliquely on the sum m it of the 
shell, it walked round through quarter of a circle, and in its 
new position applied several th rusts  downwards. Still keeping 
up pressure, it walked back to its old position and hammered 
seven or eight times, the last stroke sending the bill deeply into 
the shell. In  other cases the ham m ering was preceded by firm 
pressure of the point of the bill on the sum m it of the shell for 
a few seconds with, a t the same time, vigorous shaking of the
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bill sidewise. These examples indicate the difficulties the birds 
sometimes meet with, and they also bring out an interesting 
point. In  the ordinary Mussel shell presenting the dorsal 
border the two valves meet at an acute angle, and by their 
m utual interaction offer the maximum resistance to pressure 
from without. Partly from direct observation and partly by the 
inspection of the shell-remains, it became clear th a t the special 
purpose of the two manœuvres last described was to rotate the 
one valve partially  off the other, thereby to deprive the one of 
the other’s support, and so make it the more easily crushed. In 
these two cases the attem pt was made to depress the one valve 
below the level of the other by sheer force in small and compara
tively weak Mussels which were, however, presumably resisting 
to their utmost. A third disadvantage is brought to light by 
examining the Mussels after the birds have left. The shells are 
usually cleaned out in situ, and, in general, it is not common for 
a shell opened by hammering to be removed to a bare place as a 
prelim inary to the removal of the contents. Most bear evidence 
of having been opened through the dorsal border, and show the 
ordinary line of fracture extending from a point on the border 
posterior to the hinge to the anterior end. When the elliptic 
portion rem aining with the hinge is broken into two portions, 
the posterior part shows marked depression. In  addition, when 
the two valves are approximated, a hiatus rem ains in one valve 
posterior to the hinge, and generally the part corresponding to 
it is found in fragments inside the shell. In  some shells this 
hiatus alone is present, and shows tha t levering had not been 
necessary.* A few show that they were hammered open through 
the posterior end, and a still smaller number through the ventral 
cleft. In  these last the bill was driven truly between the valves, 
but the margins show signs of rougher usage than do the m ar
gins of shells opened by thrusting, and, as in the majority of 
these, there is no fracture. The shells are rarely well cleaned, 
the attachm ents of the m antle to the valves being generally left 
untouched, and the birds refuse those portions of the flesh which 
have got mixed with the fragments of the shell driven into them

♦ Cf. ibid., y.  204, where I have advanced the depression of the posterior 
fragment and the presence of a hiatus as material evidence of the accidental 
opening of the larger shells where no leverage was required.
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by the process of ham m ering. There is, thus, a considerable 
loss of feeding m aterial. This loss is the th ird  disadvantage of 
the method.

Still sm aller shells—th a t is, those ranging from five-eighths 
of an inch to half an inch in  length (f in. to \  in.)—are treated 
in a cavalier fashion commensurate to their feebler powers of 
resistance.* They may be entered by a single, even, downward 
th rust of the bill between the valves and then levered open, or 
they may be hammered open with or without subsequent lever
age. These shells are m uch crushed. Sometimes they are 
seized crosswise within the tips of the m andibles, and either 
jerked from their anchorage, or pulled off with an  apparently 
gentle to and fro motion of the bill, or levered up by raising the 
tip  of the bill and depressing the head, a neighbouring shell 
being used as a fulcrum. These easy ways differ m arkedly from 
tha t accorded to the larger shells, which need powerful tugging 
to detach them  from the rocks. Then, the shells which have 
been removed so easily are set down on a bare place and ham 
mered open. If wide separation of the valves is necessary, the 
requisite leverage is very often combined with scooping-up of 
the contents ; and the acme of the process is reached when a 
bird enters a small shell either by th rusting  or hammering, 
jerks it off the rock, scoops up the contents in m id-air, and casts 
away the em pty shell by a vigorous shake of the head, leaving 
the soft body of the Mussel within the tips of the mandibles. 
This proceeding takes place so quickly tha t it is inconceivable 
the bill can have been introduced into the shell otherwise than 
slightly open, and in one instance, a t least, I  believe the relative 
positions of the mandibles never changed from the beginning to 
the end of the operation, though at no time was it possible, as 
viewed at the range of observation, to say th a t the mandibles 
were even separated.

M o d io l a  m o d io l u s .

The Oystercatcher searches for im m ature individuals of the 
Horse Mussel near low w ater and in the pools between tide
marks. Very often the shells are scattered ra th e r than  crowded

Cf. ibid.,  p. 210, where a method of opening these shells is fir s t de
scribed.
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together, and, as a rule, they are well hidden amongst vegeta
tion, or in the sandy concretions of diverse m aterials th a t clothe 
the rocks in many places. In  consequence, the search for 
Modiola takes the form of a close and extensive inspection, with 
frequent, vigorous probing into the concretions in selected spots. 
The shells are entered and opened up precisely as if they were 
those of the Edible Mussel. But in the majority of cases they 
are dragged from their anchorage before being levered widely 
open and cleared of their contents. This difference is no doubt 
due to the difficulty which would be experienced in separating 
the valves amongst m atted vegetation or miscellaneous concre
tions. After detaching the shell, the Oystercatcher selects some 
kind of support, such as a crevice in the rock, on which to rest 
the shell before levering it open. A support is the more neces
sary when tbe shell has been entered through the hiatus in the 
ventral border, owing to the rounded form of the dorsal surface. 
For a similar reason nesting is occasionally employed.

The shells vary in size from two and a quarter inches in 
length by one and a  quarter inches in  breadth (2£ in. x  in.) 
to nine-sixteenths of an inch in length by five-sixteenths of an 
inch in  breadth (T% x  Tsg), the average size of a hundred shells 
being one and three-sixteenths inches by five-eighths of an inch 
( l ie  x  §)• These hundred shells include eleven which were 
opened by the ham m ering method. Of the eleven, the largest 
measures one and a quarter inches by five-eighths of an  inch 
(1 | in. x I  in.), and the smallest as given above, the average 
size being fifteen-sixteenths of an inch by seven-sixteenths of an 
inch ( j j  in. x j7s  in.). The smallest shell opened by the 
thrusting  method measures five-eighths of a inch by three- 
eighths of an  inch ( f  in. x f  in.). The biggest shell of the 
whole series is exceptionally large. I t  had been entered through 
the hiatus in the ventral border, and was uninjured. Of the 
hundred shells, sixty-four were entered via the ventral border, 
six through the posterior end, and th irty  by the dorsal border. 
These figures roughly reverse the percentages obtained from 
Mytilus edulis. The cause, as in the latter case, is to be found 
in the natural position of the shells. In  Modiola the habit of 
living more or less hidden under vegetation and other cover 
allows, apparently, of the assumption of various attitudes, and,
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as a m atter of fact, by far the commonest position is a more or 
less oblique one with the ventral border superior. Of the eleven 
hammered shells included in the general total, ten were opened 
through the dorsal border, and only one through the ventral.

Owing to the great development of soft epiderm is in  the 
growing Modiola as compared with the th in  covering of Mytilus, 
i t  is possible in a large num ber of shells to see, from the marks 
made by the pressure of the bill, where the bill was introduced 
between the valves. The study of these impressions confirms 
the results obtained more or less indirectly from M ytilus. When 
the bill is pushed into the shell through the dorsal border and 
leverage is applied, one valve splits along a  curved line extend
ing from a point near the posterior end of the hinge to the 
anterior end. W hen the bill is introduced through the ventral 
hiatus, no fracture is caused, as a rule, and if one does occur it 
runs transversely across the shell, or more rarely it takes a 
quadrangular form. In  one of the shells opened by the th rust
ing method, the bill, after being pushed into the shell through 
the h iatus in  the ventral border, had perforated a  worn part of 
the shell an eighth of an  inch obliquely behind the posterior 
end of the hinge ; in  another case entered sim ilarly, the bill had 
been pushed through the dorsal cleft ju st behind the hinge, 
causing comminution and eversión of the edges of the valves at 
th a t point. In  two of the hammered shells the blows had been 
delivered so evenly between the two valves in each case tha t a 
semi-ellipse of each valve had been driven inw ards before the 
bill. As it  happened, one shell had been attacked a t the 
summit of the dorsal border, and the other through the hiatus 
in the ventral border.

T a p e s  p u l l a s t r a .
The shells of Tapes pullastra are found in  the same localities 

as are those of the Horse Mussel. B ut, in  com parison with the 
latter, the Tapes are much better hidden from sigh t under vege
tation, in sandy concretions, or in colonies of M ytilus, while a 
proportion of them  resides in  the holes made by rock-boring 
molluscs. The Oystercatcher discovers the shells by a laborious 
process of inspecting and probing the m aterials in  which they 
are imbedded, and having found a shell it has usually no difficulty 
in gaining admission, owing to the great protrusion and slow
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retraction of the foot and the syphons. The bird forces its  bill 
well in between the valves by a series of powerful downward 
thrusts which merge imperceptibly into as powerful upward 
jerks, for the purpose of extracting the shell from its home. The 
shell is then carried to a  suitable crevice in the rock, on which 
it is deposited hinge downwards, and where it is opened up by 
firmly applied lateral leverage. The mollusc is torn out in 
successive portions, adherent fragments of shell, if any, being 
vigorously shaken off before each mouthful is swallowed. The 
greater number of the shells is detached apparently for the same 
reason as that applying to Modiola, and, owing to the form of 
the region of the hinge, a  support to the shell is essential before 
leverage can be applied. The bird may spend some time in  un
certain wandering in search of such a place, and once a suitable 
crevice is found it may be used repeatedly by nesting the  shells. 
Usually a depression in  the rock is utilized, but an  irregularity 
in  the concretionary m atter adhering to the rock or a bristly 
tuft of vegetation will serve. I  found a shell resting between a 
Limpet and a low ridge of rock, and another placed endwise
against the same ridge.

Of one hundred and six shells, the largest measures one'and 
an  eighth inches in length by one and a half inches in breadth 
(1J in . x  1^ in.), and the smallest three-eighths of an inch by 
five-eighths of an  inch (f  in . x f  in.), the average being eleven- 
sixteenths by fifteen-sixteenths in. x  ^  in.) ; 77 per cent, 
are entire and 23 per cent, are fractured. The lines of fracture 
are very various, and bear no apparent relation to the size of the 
shell. Perhaps the commonest form is a transverse fracture 
about the equator of one valve, with comminution of the ventral 
portion. B ut vertical and oblique fractures are not infrequent, 
removal of either the anterior or the posterior end of one valve 
sometimes occurs, and a general crushing of the valve is by no 
m eans rare. Owing to the comparative hardness of the shell 
and the absence of epidermis there are seldom marks to indicate 
the mode of entry. I  have found abrasions at the middle of the 
ventral border in  a  num ber of cases, and in one a V-shaped nick 
had bèen made in the truncated end of one valve. Judged by 
direct observation, the usual mode of entry is through the 
ventral border.
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The treatm ent of shells situated in  Pholas or Saxicava borings 
depends on the am ount of room around the shells. If there is 
plenty of room, the shell m ay be extracted and dealt with as in 
the other cases, or it may be laid open and cleared of its contents 
in situ. If the shell is a  tigh t fit so th a t it can neither be 
expanded nor extracted, a fragm ent is broken transversely off 
the end of one valve (the posterior end) by vigorous lateral 
leverage, and through the enlarged opening the contents of the 
shell are removed.

P h o l a s  c r is p a t a .

On each of several occasions, when watching Oystercatchers 
at work on the shales, I saw one bore very deeply through the 
sand-covering portions of the shale, and shake the bill vigorously 
and repeatedly from side to side in such a way as to suggest that 
the bill was being resisted laterally  by the solid rock. Swallow
ing movements followed in  each case w ithout th e  bill having 
been withdrawn into view. Though suspecting Pholas, I  was 
unable to exclude the possibility of a deeply seated Tapes. At 
the same tim e, I  was aware th a t m any borings occupied by live 
Pholades were wide enough at the entrances to adm it freely the 
bill of an Oystercatcher. The m atter was eventually settled by 
th e  discovery of a  Pholas crispata in a pool not far from an empty 
boring in  th e  shales, and soon after the  Oystercatchers had  left* 
The two valves had been separated, and lay on their external 
surfaces slightly apart. One valve had been fractured tran s
versely an eighth of an inch from the posterior end, which was 
awanting. F ragm ents of flesh were still adheren t to the valves, 
showing th a t the specimen had been recently opened. The 
entire valve m easured nine-sixteenths of an  inch in length by
seven-eighths of an  inch in breadth. The apophyses were 
in tact.

P u r p u r a  l a p il l u s .

Since the prelim inary note relating to  th is  species was 
printed,* I  have examined two hundred and  ninety-four shells, 
all of which bore evidence of having being dealt with by the 
Oystercatcher. Of these, four (1 per cent.) reached the first 
stage of opening, and sixty-one (21 per cen t) the  second or 
completed stage, the rem aining two hundred and twenty-nine

* ‘ Zoologist,’ 1910, pp. 109-112.
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(78 per cent.) being accounted failures. Of the sixty-one which 
reached the  second stage, four (6-6 per cent.) were completely 
opened up in  one stage, shell being extruded, in  each case, equal 
in  area to th a t more usually extruded in two portions. The 
average size of fifty-six shells which reached the second stage was 
fifteen-sixteenths of an inch ( J |  in.), the largest being one and 
one-eighth inches (1J in.), and the smallest thirteen-sixteenths 
of an inch ( J |  in.). The four shells reaching the first stage 
averaged one and a sixteenth inches ( l Txg in.), the largest being 
one and one-eighth inches (1^ in.). A longer series, however^ 
would probably lower the average. I  did not systematically 
measure the failures, as they did not show visually any variance 
from the others. The largest measured was one and one-eighth
inches (1J in.) in length.

By direct observation I have seen all the methods in use at 
each stage of opening the shells—thrusting, hammering, or 
longitudinal rolling a t the first stage ; lateral leverage, th ru s t
ing, ham m ering, or longitudinal rolling at the second. Often 
the several modes are pu t in force successively when strong 
resistance is encountered. The birds appear to vary in the 
degree of pertinacity with which they attack the more difficult 
shells, some birds giving in after a single bout, others returning 
repeatedly and with renewed energy. In  the first paper I  
recorded the introduction of the upper mandible alone into the 
aperture of the shell. This fashion occurs but rarely, and in 
some cases, a t least, is apparently dependent on the mode of 
carrying the shell by the outer lip. The more usual plan is to 
carry the shell crosswise between the tips of the mandibles, and 
to insert the bill into the interior of the shell for the purpose of 
opening it.

An examination of the failures yielded some interesting 
results when the shells had been dealt with on rock. As a rule, 
each presented on the lower surface of the last whorl a single 
bulb of percussion, a t a  point on the external surface correspond
ing roughly to the edge of the operculum inside, and in the 
second stage, when not completed, at a point in line with the 
m argin of the first opening and the edge of the pillar. Experi
m entally, similar bulbs can be produced by making five or six 
thrusts inside the shell, but it is difficult to adhere to a single
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spot. In  a  few of the naturally  treated  shells, several or many 
bulbs were present. In  some, longitudinal or oblique scratches 
or grooves were visible on the lower surface of the last whorl, 
and usually had associated with them  a diffusely abraded area 
on the  lower surface of the  second last whorl. These scratches 
cannot be reproduced by simple longitudinal or obliquely inclined 
rolling of the shells under pressure. I t  is necessary, in addition, 
to im part a small am ount of bodily movement to the shells in 
the direction of pressure.

P a t e l l a  v u l g a t a .

According to Robert Gray,* the Oystercatcher inspects the 
Lim pets one after another, in  order to  see w hether or not the 
shells are a t all raised from the rock. On m eeting such a one 
the bird prom ptly pushes its bill under the Lim pet, and neatly 
turns it  over. One foot is then placed on the shell, and the body 
of the anim al is “  taken  out as cleanly as if done with a knife or 
other sharp instrum ent.”

W hen the Oystercatcher is about to overturn a Lim pet it 
lowers its  head and inclines the bill a t a low angle towards the 
ground, the attitude and purpose of the bird being sim ilar to 
those of a battering-ram  in  action. F o r a  reason which I  shall 
explain immediately, the bill is directed downwards and forwards, 
with its sides a t right angles to the plane of the ground. In  this 
peculiar attitude the Oystercatcher delivers a sharp  push or 
chipping stroke to a  portion of the edge of the selected Limpet. 
W ith a small L im pet the stroke, if successful, shifts the animal 
bodily from its seat. The advancing edge of the shell catches in 
some obstruction, and the shell topples over. W ith larger 
shells the  stroke has usually to  be followed up by firm  and 
evidently laborious pushing, assisted, it m ay be, by swaying of 
the bill from side to side, with finally a raising of the head and 
the bill, or a to and fro rotation of the bill through barely a 
quarter of a circle. In  these larger shells the bill is obviously 
forced under the anim al, and the process of overturning is 
usually completed by m eans of some more paten t form of 
leverage. The Lim pet is then seized and carried by the flesh, 
the  edge of the shell, or by being held in the line of its breadth 

* ‘ Birds of the West of Scotland,’ p. 270.
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within the tips of the mandibles. I t  is deposited in a suitable 
crevice of tbe rock or on sand, and the contents are separated 
from the shell by chipping through the friable attachm ents of 
the mollusc to the in ternal surface of the shell, the process of 
detachment often being completed by the bird shaking its bill, 
and flicking the shell off the body of the mollusc as the head 
is raised.

The shells vary from one and three-quarter inches in length 
by one and a half inches in  breadth ( I f  in. x  1± in.), to half 
an inch in length by seven-sixteenths of an inch in breadth 
(£ in. x T7g in.), the average size of one hundred and thirty-four 
shells being seven-eighths of an inch by eleven-sixteenths of an 
inch (-J in. x in.). Out of one hundred and sixty-one shells, 
85 per cent, are whole, or at most only abraded at one part of 
the margin of the shell, and 15 per cent, are fractured. In  the 
series the occurrence of abrasion and fracture has no visible 
relation to the size of the Limpet, and no recognisable rule of 
position in  relation to the m argin of the shell. The fracture 
may be a small V-shaped chip out of the edge of the shell, a 
larger quadrangular fragment, or, as in a few cases, it may be 
semi-annular. The shells are invariably well cleaned. They are 
carried in about equal num bers to crevices in the rock and to 
sand for the purpose of removing the contents. In no case was 
a footmark impressed on the sand so as to overlap the shell, or 
its m ark if the shell had been flicked away. In  each case a wide 
gap separated the shell or its impress from the corresponding 
footprints. This agrees with my observations. I have not as 
yet been able to detect an  Oystercatcher in the act of steadying 
a shell with one of its feet. On rock, evidence of equal value 
cannot be adduced, but some sort of support is of invariable 
occurrence in order to render the shells stable during the 
removal of their contents. Usually it takes the form of a crack 
or depression in the rock. Further, nesting of the shells is 
common for the same purpose, two, three, or four being piled 
one on the top of another, in each case as a preliminary to the 
extraction of the mollusc. On one occasion I found a nest of 
five Tapes and three Lim pets in that order from below upwards.

After going over the evidence derived from direct observa
tions, and from an examination of the shells, I  feei there are at
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least two m atters which dem and fu rther explanation. One is 
the peculiar a ttitude of the bird in the m om ent of the attack, 
especially as regards the bill, and the other the nature of the 
pushing or chipping stroke. Having repeatedly verified the 
original observation th a t the bill is held with the sides vertical 
in the operation of overturning a Lim pet, I have no doubt that 
i t  is actually so, and th e  problem comes to be, W hy does the 
Oystercatcher instinctively ignore the expediency of pushing the 
bill flatly under the L im pet ? The answer is hound up with the 
nature of the sharp  push or chipping stroke. In  the  first place, 
a Lim pet, when bone dry externally, adheres to the rock so 
tenaciously th a t  no pressure likely to be w ithin the capacity of 
the Oystercatcher is able to  move it. In  the  second, a  Limpet, 
when it is moist as in a  pool, in  the tidewash, or soon after the 
ebb has left it, is generally relaxed and slightly raised from the 
rock. The L im pets which fall into the  second category are 
those sought after by the Oystercatcher, and it is an  additional 
advantage if there be a slight irregularity, e ither in the shell or 
the surface of the rock, a t one point on the m argin  of the shell. 
W hen, however, one of these Limpets is experim entally warned 
by tapping it gently, it draws itself tightly  on to the rock, and 
passes into the first category. Thus the m ain essential is appa- • 
rently a taking of the Lim pet unawares, and a secondary ad
vantage the existence of a slight local increase of the normal 
gap between a relaxed shell and the rock. L im pets, of course, 
are to be found in the tidewash with the shell separated from 
the rock more th an  enough to adm it the depth of a bill, and 
others are attached to such hopelessly irregular pieces of rock 
tha t the insertion of the bill is an easy m atter. On the other 
hand, a  Lim pet, whether it is relaxed or holding firmly, is abso
lutely safe when it is sunk in  a depression of its own making in 
the rock. F or such as these the  peculiar method of the Oyster
catcher is no t called into play. After the  tide has receded, and 
even before the rocks have dried, the average L im pet presents so 

^small a crack between the shell and the rock th a t it would be 
impossible to push the bill under th e  shell w ithout the  aid of 
some special mechanism. This is supplied by the sharp  push 
or chipping stroke. When it is made experim entally in the case 
of the smaller shells, the  resu lt is exactly as I  have described it
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from direct observation of the Oystercatcher a t woi’k. W ith the 
larger shells, while it is easy to reproduce the natura l occur
rence, it is not so easy to find out what actually occurs during 
the rapid succession of events. The blow m ust be delivered at 
a low angle ; otherwise it serves merely to warn the Lim pet to 
settle down more firmly on the rock. And the instrum ent m ust 
be held with its sides, or ra ther the plane of its  depth, a t right 
angles to the plane of the ground. I find that a t the mom ent of 
the stroke, made under these conditions, the instrum ent repre
senting the bill does not pass under the shell, but gives a sharp 
blow to the edge of the shell. The blow shifts the Limpet 
bodily a fraction of an inch in the direction of the pressure. The 
animal then holds on, and the upper p art of its body undergoes 
distortion, pressing the advancing edge of the shell firmly on to 
the rock, and raising the near edge against which the instrum ent 
is pushed. In  some cases this proves sufficient. If  the shell is 
out of the water, and the stroke has been made quickly, a 
rushing sound is heard, as of air passing in under the foot, and 
the shell topples over. In  others the instrum ent must be passed 
under the shell. To do this, hard pushing is required to distort 
the body of the Limpet, and to raise the near edge of the shell 
still more. Probably the obliquely truncated tip of the bill, as 
it occurs in at least some Oystercatchers, assists in raising the 
edge of the shell under pressure. After getting the tip past the 
edge of the shell, the instrum ent m ust then be pushed under the 
edge of the foot, a proceeding which is made easier by swaying 
the instrum ent from side to side. This manoeuvre produces an 
abrasion on the edge of the shell similar to that proceeding from 
a sim ilar cause in nature. As soon as the instrum ent passes 
to a varying distance under the foot the rushing sound is heard, 
and the shell topples over. If, however, the movement is carried 
out slowly the rushing sound is not heard. Leverage by raising 
the base of the instrum ent is a  disadvantage at an early stage, 
as in the likely event of failure the Limpet gets a better grip of 
the rock during the return  movement. It, however, hastens the 
overturning when the hold of the anim al is weakening. Instead 
of this form of leverage, rotation of the instrum ent through 
barely a quarter of a circle is equally helpful at this later stage. 
Experim entally, the instrum ent passes more easily under the
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shell, with its  sides parallel and not at righ t angles to the 
ground. B ut the Lim pet is well able to re ta in  its  hold, owing 
apparently to the slight separation of the foot from the rock. 
No rushing sound is heard. Leverage proves impossible, and 
when it is tried the steel instrum ent bends under the strain  to 
the point of snapping. F u rth e r, its w ithdrawal, after the failure 
to overturn the Lim pet, is a m atter of very real difficulty. 
Thus the use of the bill, with its sides vertical to the ground, is 
an advantage and a safeguard. I t  necessitates the edge of the 
shell being raised to a greater height than  is the case when the 
bill is used flatly ; it favours, by this greater separation, first, of 
the edge of the shell, and, secondly, of the edge of the foot from 
the rock, the entrance of air or water under the foot ; and it 
renders the withdrawal of the bill from under the Limpet more 
easy in  the event of failure.

Though in  the above description I  virtually make out that 
the adm ittance of air or water is essential to the overturning of 
the shells, my strict position is th a t in m any cases a rushing 
sound is heard just before a shell which is out of the tide topples 
over, and the sound is more like th a t of air entering a vacuum 
than  of air escaping from a cavity under pressure.

T e c t u b a  (A c m æ a ) t e s t u d in a l is .

I  found one shell of this genus and species am ongst a quantity 
of Lim pets which had been overturned by the Oystercatcher. It 
measured five-eighths of an  inch in length by half an inch in 
breadth (f in. x  £ in.), and was fractured a t the larger end. 
Some friable m aterial still remained along the line where the 
body of the anim al had been attached. The record is interest
ing, if only on account of the evenness of the edge of the shell, 
which does not favour an  attack at any particu lar part of the 
circumference.


